Pole Position Track Experience, LLC
Safety Plan
Pole Position Track Experience, LLC will run all its events in the absolute safest mode possible while
providing an exhilarating experience to the participants. From the moment of registration, through the
time participants exit the gates of the venue, all riders and drivers will be thoroughly educated and
continuously monitored to help them improve their skill set and track experience, while also comply with
all the safety standards and directives of the event.
Present at each track day will be our Safety Director [Director]. The Director will have final say regarding
any and all safety related issues. Thus, having the ability at any time to enforce existing rules, adjust or
implement new regulations as might be needed and to immediately cease all track related activities if
conditions warrant such action.
- All track day participants, when registering, will be required to fill out a liability waiver and acknowledge
they have read and understand the assumption of the risk they are undertaking, risks of the experience
as well as all of the rules of the day (on the track as well as in the paddock).
- Upon arrival at the track, riders and drivers will check in with representatives of Pole Position Track Day
Experience, LLC. During the check in process, participants will once again be asked to sign a liability waiver
and acknowledge they are familiar with the rules regarding safety for the upcoming day. In addition, wrist
bands that must be worn, will designate the assigned group (Novice, Intermediate, Advanced) and will
provide tract access to the participants solely in their assigned run groups, unless accompanied by an
instructor.
- After receiving their group designated wrist band, riders and drivers will be allowed to run their
motorcycle or car through tech inspection. This is required to get an additional sticker that will be placed
on their motorcycle or car and allow entrance on the track in their designated group and sessions. Tech
inspection will cover, but is not limited to, checking tires, brake operation, fluid leaks, properly mounted
body work and up to date/undamaged safety gear (helmets, suits, etc).
- At a previously announced time, there will be a required morning meeting [briefing] for all registrants to
reaffirm all track related procedures with respect to safety and rules. In addition, participants will have
constant access to an online virtual safety & rules presentation that they may used for reference at
anytime.
- Provided by and in accordance with host track standards and regulations, professional corner workers
and EMT services will be in service through the duration of the event.
- The Safety Director will have the final decision regarding inclement weather with respect to deeming the
track “wet” or “dry” as well as, if necessary, limiting or discontinuing access to the track.
- In the paddock area, safety will continue to be strictly enforced. All participants will be required to adhere
to responsible and safe operation of their vehicles when entering or exiting the track as well as returning
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to their set up area. Speed limits will be strictly adhered to. Burnouts, wheelies or any action deemed
unsafe by the Safety Director will result in expulsion from the event.
- Dogs, if permitted by the tract, must be leashed at all times.
- No alcohol may be consumed any participant.
- All riders and driver will adhere to any and all rules of the host track.
Please direct any and all inquiries about the safety standards of Pole Position Track Day Experience, LLC
to Safety Director Jordan Coccia.

